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F r o m  t h e  e d i t o r

On The Cover:
A combination of Quartzite walls and counters, 
exceptional appliances, and custom cabinets and 
furnishings makes for a stunningly beautiful San 
Antonio kitchen by The Sage Group, Baxter Design 
Group and Nic Abbey Luxury Homes. Photo by 
Matthew Niemann. Page 30

he 1960’s house I grew up in had a quasi-open concept 
kitchen, as in, you could see through to the family room if 

you bent down and peeked between the upper row of cabinets 
and the bar counter. Sound familiar? My friends’ homes all had 
this same type of galley kitchen. Fast forward a few (OK, sev-
eral) years and this is certainly not the case for the kitchens 

featured in this issue. These hard-working kitchens are disguised as beautiful 
entertaining spaces and extensions of the main living areas, and the amount of 
storage is just dreamy. 

Designer Debbie Baxter, builder Lisa Nichols and their team designed a kitch-
en with elegant and custom finishes that also opens to the family room but in 
a much nicer way than galley kitchens from back in the day. In a David Wilkes 
project, walls of Caribbean blue, hand-painted tiles are a brilliant burst of color 
against natural wood and limestone. Dianne Kett discovered it was more cost 
effective to tear down an existing house and start over to give her clients ex-
actly what they wanted. She chose a variety of textural materials throughout the 
new custom home, especially in the charcoal and white kitchen where they add 
depth, pattern and interest. Laura Burton used a similar approach in her clients’ 
kitchen, layering Quartzite and oak in warm tones and selecting an appliance 
suite that quietly blends in. Then there’s the blue island in a kitchen by Amy 
Slaughter that is as bright and cheerful as it is efficiently well-designed.

If these massive, beautifully appointed kitchens are still not enough, sculleries 
and Butler’s Pantries are the new ‘IT’ rooms and on practically every drawing 
board these days.

In Collection, kitchen and bath specialists Julie Bradshaw, Jana Valdez and Deb-
bie Adams provide idea-inspiring — and award-winning — project portfolios.

It’s been a while since we have featured a road trip destination, but this one 
was too good to pass up. Cuero’s Chisholm Trail Heritage Museum is a fantastic 
tribute to the cowboys and cattle drives of the late 1800s, thanks to local resi-
dents who recognized the importance of preserving the history of their area as 
well as the historic architecture around town.

Looking forward to spring,

Trisha Doucette

The big, beautiful kitchen

T
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trend | kitchen

THE MODERN SCULLERY 
& BUTLER’S PANTRY

The concept of a scullery dates back to the 15th century and 
refers to a room, separate from the kitchen, used to clean and 
store dishes and utensils, and generally house all the “dirty 
work” required to prepare meals. Sometimes, it even served 
as the laundry room. As time progressed, sculleries became 
utility rooms and mudrooms.

A concept not quite as old as the scullery, the Butler’s Pan-
try originated in the mid-1800s. It was primarily designated 
for the storage of silver, crystal and china and was kept under 
lock and key by the butler himself who used the area for final 
meal preparations. The modern-day version can be as simple 
as a sideboard or elaborately accessorized.

Today, the desire for kitchens to be another beautiful show 
piece in the livable home has given way to a rise in these ad-
ditions, bringing back an outdated concept in an updated way 
with back areas that hold wine coolers, a second set of appli-
ances and even a warmer. 

“In the kitchens we design, the incorporation of a scullery 
kitchen has arisen out of our client’s desire to keep their new, 
showstopping kitchen clean when guests show up for dinner 
parties. Since kitchens have become more connected with the 

Everything old is new again and design, 
like style, can be cyclical.

living spaces in a home, it’s hard to have everything in order 
when guests arrive after hours of meal preparations,” explains 
Julie Bradshaw of Bradshaw Designs in San Antonio, adding 
that what gets included in each scullery kitchen is simply a 
question of what each client needs to make their home more 
functional for how they live. “While some offer only an extra 
sink and dishwasher for dirty dishes to get stashed just before 
guests arrive, others are fully functional kitchens where cater-
ers can set up their base of operations for large parties.”

As an alternative to an elaborate scullery addition, architect 
Dianne Kett of DK Studio in Austin weighs in on the Butler’s Pan-
try. “Since the very popular trend of open shelves in kitchens 
has become so prevalent, and fewer people have buffet furniture 
pieces in the dining room, homeowners still have a need for vari-
ous items that need to be stored. The pantry becomes a lot pret-
tier, making it a Butler’s Pantry with countertops, open shelving, 
built-in cabinets and cabinet hardware that match the kitchen. 
We typically design a pocket door for their entry so they can be 
closed off when guests arrive but kept open for daily living.”

Whatever the size or capabilities, there are beautiful ways 
to update the ultimate utilitarian room of the home. u

DK STUDIO, PHOTO BY LARS FRAZER
BRADSHAW DESIGNS, 

PHOTO BY JENNIFER SIU-RIVERA
BRADSHAW DESIGNS, 

PHOTO BY JENNIFER SIU-RIVERA
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   THE 
SAARINEN 
        TABLE

It’s hard to determine what Eero Saarinen is most 

famous for: his architectural designs of the Washington Dulles Airport, 

the TWA Flight Center at JFK or the Gateway Arch in St. Louis. 

Or the Saarinen table.

design | furniture

PROJECTS BY AMITY WORREL, PHOTO BY ROBERT K CHAMBERS
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The fact is, his architectural and furniture designs were si-
multaneous. While designing headquarters for multiple U.S. 
corporations and buildings for major universities, he was also 
working with art school friends Charles and Ray Eames and 
Florence Knoll of the furniture company fame on pieces like 
the Womb and Tulip chairs and other pedestal designs. The 
original 1957 Pedestal Series featured side and arm chairs, 
dining, coffee and side tables, as well as a stool, and they are 
still in production today through Knoll®.

So how can a 60-year-old table design be classic, current 
and completely sought after? We asked Amity Worrel, a de-
signer in Austin and San Antonio with a self-professed love of 
the Saarinen table.

It’s all about the base. “The original cast aluminum powder-
coated table base is what makes the Saarinen table (sometimes 
called a Tulip Table) great. I always tell my clients that the 
beauty of this particular pedestal table is that is looks so light 
and airy but is so solid and sturdy that a toddler could hang off 

the edge of the table without it falling over! It is a 
miracle of engineering,” says Worrel.

The table base also allows for ease of use because 
there are no pesky legs getting in the way. It’s pos-
sible to seat a lot of people at one table because the 
top simply floats, providing lots of legroom.

“My favorite thing to do is to find older Saarin-
en tables through mid-century dealers and get a 
table with some history to it. I love to see the wear 
and tear of time on the tables. Sometimes you 
can find older table bases that custom tops can 
be made for so you get the function of the base 
with the look of the top that you want. The table 
looks great in traditional or contemporary spaces 
and can be used well with vintage or new chairs 
to great effect. It is utterly versatile!”  

While Knoll® continues to produce authentic 
Saarinen tables, over the past years, the market 
has been flooded with reproductions of the iconic 
table with an equally wide range of prices. Re-
productions may look the same from a distance 
but the differences are clear as soon as you see 
the details. Worrel advises, “Consequently, it 
can be challenging for our clients to differentiate 
between the many versions and their respective 
qualities. If purchasing a reproduction, the fol-
lowing guidelines are true for any side table, cof-
fee table or dining table in the Tulip collection.”

THE BASE
You will probably find two versions for the base: 

aluminum and fiberglass. The best reproductions 
cast a one-piece aluminum base that undergoes 
a five-step powder-coating process for a smooth, 

glossy finish that is resistant to chipping. Cast aluminum 
is both stronger and lighter than a low-cost fiberglass base 
which results in a table that will wobble and a poor-quality 
paint finish that leads to easy chipping.

 
THE TOP

Most stores will tell you (or sometimes they even do not 
know) that their table is completed with a top made from gen-
uine Carrara marble, sourced from the stone quarries in the 
Carrara province of Tuscany. However, most of reproductions 
use white marble from China (less expensive) which can still 
be of good quality but is not as smooth and “exclusive” as Car-
rara marble, considered the best in the world for its natural 
look and durability.

As you can see, you have to look at the details when it comes 
to buying a Saarinen table. Prices differ, quality differs and as 
Charles Eames said, “The details are not the details. They make 
the design.” u

PHOTO BY CHANDLER PRUDE
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Clockwise from top left:
KitchenAid Appliance Suite in Bird of Paradise  |  www.kitchenaid.com

Ardmore Monkey Paradise Collection  |  www.ngalatrading.com

Diva by Appiani Collection in Coral  |  www.nemotile.com

Cavanagh Lantern by Visual Comfort  |  www.alexandermarchant.com

LINO Vase  |  www.notneutral.com

Flora Wallpaper in Periwinkle & Passion Fruit  |  
www.tempaperdesigns.com

Big Chill Slim Fridge in Salmon Pink  |  www.bigchill.com

Big Chill 30” Pro Range in Salmon Pink  |  www.bigchill.com

Mug Round  |  www.mudaustralia.com

CRAZY FOR 
CORAL KITCHENS

palette | living coral

Described at vibrant yet mellow, nurturing and spirited, 

the duality of Pantone’s Color of the Year 2019 is evident, 

and the bright and energizing Living Coral is hard to resist. 

Whether as an accent or embracing it on a larger scale, 

try it out for yourself. And expect to see this playful hue in 

all forms of design, from kitchens and baths and beyond.
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

Tile can go anywhere—from floors to counters to walls — and combined 

in interesting ways with unique methods of application, tiles become art on 

their own. The Tile Shop is at the forefront of tile design, providing interior 

designers, builders and homeowners the tools necessary to create one-of-kind 

installations for every room. Their network of industry professionals provides 

insight into new and innovative designs across the country, and they have 

compiled a list of what will be trending throughout 2019 and beyond.

Photography courtesy of The Tile Shop

STONE MOSAICS
Intricate, curved designs are made possible with a high-

speed, abrasive waterjet cutting technique that prevents 
breakage, so any precious stone, tile or engineered material 
can be safely cut without worry. The cuts are precise and the 
possibilities are endless. 

FRAMING
Think of it as layering pillows on a couch or bed — tile trim 

and profiles highlight a unique tile centerpiece making it a fea-
tured work of art. Perfect on a backsplash or shower wall, in-
corporating a combination of trim pieces in different materials, 
sizes, shapes and textures of tile can create a beautiful, custom 
framed focal point or the perfect transition to another space.

LARGE FORMAT
The popularity of large-format tiles is growing as fast as the 

tiles themselves. Ranging from 16 inches to more than 10 feet, 
a nice middle ground for most rooms is 12 x 24 inches. Large 
tiles provide a clean, smooth surface with minimal grout lines 
that create the illusion of a bigger space. They are perfect for 
contemporary, minimalist interiors but versatile for any aes-
thetic. Fewer joints are also easier to keep clean.

GLAM
With hints of sparkle and shine, metallics in tile can provide 

a gorgeous, rich finish or a cool, edgy vibe. Either way, shiny, 
reflective surfaces increase the glam level in any room. 

market | tile

Trends 
 in Tile 
 2 0 1 9
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COLOR
There is truly a color for every inspi-

ration, and while neutrals will still hold 
a prominent place in designs, move 
over grey and white — more and more 
people are experimenting with color. 

TEXTILE TO TILE
The Annie Selke for The Tile Shop 

Collection is a triumphant union of 
textiles, technology and tile. Fabrics, 
rugs and pieces of art from Annie Selke 
designs are portrayed, and the tactile 
quality of fabrics is translated to tile 
bringing a beauty and depth to surfaces 
like never before. 

STATEMENT TILES
The new Annie Selke Art Glass Col-

lection offers great ways to display pat-
tern and color in one large-format piece 
of glass, creating a visually striking 
statement piece.

ENCAUSTIC TILES
England was the historic center of production for en-

caustic tiles — also called cement tiles — and still has the 
greatest number of encaustic tile floors in existence today. 
Inspired by old-world style but crafted with modern tech-
niques and materials, porcelain, ceramic and cement tiles 
now have the look and feel of original encaustic tiles, with a 
nod to current aesthetics. 

GRAPHIC PATTERNS
Let’s just say, patterns are huge. From soft and subtle de-

signs to bold and contrasting colors, even the tried-and-true 
subway tiles are stepping up. This really gives homeowners a 
chance to make their spaces pop, whether it’s on a grand scale 
or small area. u

With showrooms throughout Austin and San Antonio, let the 
experts at The Tile Shop help to create your own piece of art.

THE TILE SHOP
www.tileshop.com 
Austin – South: 5033 U.S. Hwy 290 W Service Road  |  
                512-420-4146
Austin Gateway: 9503 Research Blvd  |  512-420-4152
Round Rock: 2800 S Interstate 35  |  737-209-5204
San Antonio – East: 12235 San Pedro Ave  |  210-998-5212
San Antonio – West: 5219 De Zavala Road  |  210-201-8891
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Featured Advertiser Editorialtrend | stone

“Spring is an ideal time to update your home,” says Mitch 
Mahoney, president and founder of Empire Countertops. “It’s 
time to tackle those projects you’ve been putting off, especial-
ly if you’re looking to sell your home. The kitchen can make or 
break you, and even keep buyers from viewing your home just 
based on the online photo gallery. Refreshing your kitchen 
and bath can make your home feel brand new.”

If you’re upgrading countertop materials and plan to enjoy 
them for years to come, the choices can even be overwhelm-
ing. Puzzled by the products and process? Here are a few tips:

CHOOSE YOUR MATERIALS WISELY
A symbol of elegance and taste, granite is often used in high-

traffic areas like kitchens and baths for its gorgeous, luxuri-
ous appearance and its resistance to heat, stains, scratches 
and knife cuts. Add the rich color, texture, crystals and flow-
ing movement for a striking showpiece in your kitchen, bath-
rooms or even a custom table for your dining area. 

Silestone® and Corian® engineered products are a combina-
tion of natural quartz and other raw materials that create a re-
silient and scratch-resistant surface. Known for its durability, 
engineered stone promises to always look as good as the day it 
was installed. Aesthetically, it is perfect for surfaces where you 
want a fairly uniform pattern or a sleek, modern look.

If you’re searching for a “wow factor” material in a lower traf-
fic area like a fireplace, wet bar or formal area, consider natural 
marble. The opulent beauty of mineral swirls, veins and even an 
ancient fossil or two is always in fashion, and marble is a perfect 
choice for statement furnishings in your home. 

“We’re seeing a big increase in the use of natural materials,” 
Mahoney says. “Our materials are quarried from nearly every-
where in the world, giving your home a custom and exotic feel, 
and nearly every region has a distinct color. It’s fun to tell your 
friends about where your stone came from and learn about the 
area’s culture.” 

BE EVEN MORE SELECTIVE WITH YOUR INSTALLER
Now that you’re ready to upgrade, it’s time to choose your 

design and installation partner. “Consider carefully. An on-
budget and perfect installation is as critical as your design 
choice,” Mahoney says. He encourages choosing a company 
who employs background-checked workers with a history of 
excellence and attention to the finest details, are insured and 
carry the best guarantees. 

Mahoney stresses that local showrooms with onsite inven-
tory and production facilities are important. “It’s hard to envi-
sion a custom kitchen design based on a few sample inches. 
Plus, local deliveries reduce the opportunity for transportation 
issues and delays.” He advises to be sure to ask for project 
time expectations. “Your project should only take about 7-10 
days from design acceptance or about two weeks for specialty 
custom projects. Longer time estimates could be an indication 
of turnover with installers or lack of technology to cut your 
designs. Look for members of CBUSA and NARI for the most 
knowledgeable service and commitment to quality.” 

Most of all, have fun with the process. Whether you’re 
choosing surfaces for a custom home or remodeling the previ-
ous owner’s choices, this is the home of your dreams and you 
should enjoy making your dreams reality.  u 

EMPIRE COUNTERTOPS 
DFW Metroplex, Austin and San Antonio
www.empirefab.com

SET IN 
STONE

Countertops, backsplashes, walls, tub surrounds — 

if there’s not natural or engineered stone materials 

in your kitchen or bath, you’re ready for an update — 

and there’s no better time than now.
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An overflowing toilet, causing the tile 
to crack in my clients’ master bathroom 
and closet, was the breaking point for a 
remodel. The existing space was a typical 
90’s era bathroom in dire need of updat-
ing. It consisted of a built-in jacuzzi tub 
under a glass block window trimmed in 
gold, next to a small, gold-framed shower 
and a multi-height, L-shaped vanity with 
impractical storage. 

With a focus on maximizing storage and 
efficiency, I meticulously designed a long, 
dusty blue vanity with numerous pull outs 
and plugs for specific items such as their 
electric toothbrush chargers and hair 
tools, various heights of interior drawers 
for products, a shared trough sink and a 
floor-to-ceiling linen cabinet. The closet’s 
high ceiling allowed for a triple row of 
hanging, giving the clients maximum stor-
age for their space.

In the wet area, I repositioned the tub to 
enlarge the shower and included multiple 
spa experience zones. Vibrant polished nick-
el fixtures with classic lines give a sensation 
of nostalgia and simplicity, along with a 
black claw foot tub that provides the perfect 
slope for the back and neck and maximizes 
comfort and relaxation. The combination of 
these elements resulted in a timeless and 
functional bathroom remodel. 

STEPHANIE 
Swedlund,
Selections by Steph

www.emser.com

www.interceramicausa.com

www.circalighting.com

www.us.kohler.com

www.us.kohler.com

www.us.kohler.com

www.dekton.com

www.happy-floors.com

www.topknobs.com

profile | design board
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Forever
HOME

By Julie Catalano
Photography by Matthew Niemann

For new homeowners in North Central 

San Antonio, it was a giant step — 

their first custom build. They wanted 

a timeless, classic look with clean, 

contemporary lines, a sleek yet 

comfortable interior and a place to 

spend the rest of their lives. 



the island, countertops and full-height backsplash. Appliances 
include a Viking® range, oven, microwave and vent hood, and 
a Thermador® convection warming drawer. There is a Wolf® 
in-wall coffee system, a U-line® undercounter wine refrig-
erator, separate refrigerators by Sub-Zero® and a Scotsman® 
Gourmet icemaker. Custom cabinets are painted in Benjamin 
Moore® in Classic Gray. Glass pendants over the island are 
from Lighting Inc. 

Many of the furnishings throughout the home are custom-
made by Baxter Design Group. Barstools at the kitchen island 
are custom walnut with white leather upholstery. The break-
fast room dining table is also custom walnut, with chairs in 
black molded plastic from Donghia. 

In the adjacent family room, a custom-built sectional uphol-
stered in durable indoor/outdoor linen balances a floor-to-ceil-
ing custom wall cabinetry unit painted in Sherwin-Williams® 
Night Owl. A hint of how Baxter used color in the house is in 
the family room artwork by San Antonio painter Waddy Arm-
strong. “The homeowners really wanted a neutral palette but 
as we dove deeper into furnishings, rugs and fabric, she un-
derstood the need to warm up the expansive space. She loves 

o give the young family their home of a life-
time, a San Antonio project team paid scru-

pulous attention to detail from the ground up: 
Debbie Baxter ASID, RID, owner and princi-
pal of Baxter Design Group, Inc.; builder Lisa 
Nichols, founder and owner of Nic Abbey, 

Luxury Homes; architect James Rahe; and landscape archi-
tect John S. Troy. 

On the exterior, a combination of chopped limestone, 
smooth cut limestone, stucco and brick accents form a natu-
ral beige palette. “We presented a number of samples to get 
the limestone façade exactly the way the architect wanted it,” 
says Nichols, “to where the grout was smeared but not too 
much. There is a specialized technique for that, and it had to 
be just right. We also used integral color blend stucco to give 
an older look to a new exterior.” The porch flooring and entry 
feature honed limestone in Café.

Inside, Baxter addressed the heart of the home — kitchen, 
adjacent family room and breakfast room. “They both love to 
cook,” she says. “He does more grilling in the outdoor kitchen, 
and she is definitely a cook.” Quartzite in Sea Pearl brightens 

T
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blues and greens with touches of red and coral.” Flooring 
throughout the lower level is rift and quartered select white 
oak with a custom finish that was applied on site.

The furniture in the opulent formal living room is “a nod to 
midcentury modern,” says Baxter. “A little low slung, which 
is why I needed the batik-patterned cotton drapery and linen 
sheers to go all the way to the top of the window.” The grand 
space needed a large rug to float the furniture on top — a pair 
of linen sofas, a walnut side chair in rich blue velvet and wal-
nut and brass coffee table with glass insert. Accent pillows 
pick up the gold in the striking painting. “The room was pretty 
much designed around that painting,” says Baxter “The home-
owners acquired it on their honeymoon in Asia.” The fireplace 
surround is limestone in Fior Di Bosco.  

The formal powder room is a luxe space with tone-on-tone 
aubergine Jim Thompson wallpaper, a fond reminder of the 
homeowners’ visit to Thompson’s studio. The base of the van-
ity is a cabinet from Italy custom-made into a vanity by the Nic 
Abbey team, with a Carrara marble top from Delta Granite. 
Iron and brass sconces are from Urban Electric Company. 

Another half-bath is equally striking but in a fun and color-
ful way. Floor-to-ceiling concrete tile from Sabine Hill features 
shades of cobalt and a geographic pattern inspired by its Cata-
lonian origins. A practically indestructible Silestone® counter 
sits atop a custom vanity.
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Plush and inviting, the master bedroom provides a soothing 
respite, with a custom-designed bed in gray brushed cotton 
and wall sconce reading lights in bronze with linen shades. 
Next to the bed, commissioned artwork by the designer’s son. 
A custom-sized rug by Tufenkian in 100 percent wool is luxuri-
ous underfoot, while a wood-planked ceiling soars overhead. 
By the window, Baxter chose linen for two swivel armchairs. 
“Linen has really come a long way in the last few years,” she 
says. “People love linen and so manufacturers have worked 
hard to make them more stable and soil-resistant.” 

“The homeowners definitely didn’t want a white-on-white 
bath,” says Baxter of the spacious master bath, selecting lo-
cally made natural walnut cabinets for warmth topped with 
a marble waterfall counter. The heated bathroom floor con-
sists of a linear marble mosaic that runs through white marble 
floor tiles. The homeowners wanted a metal sculptural light-
ing fixture over the tub, and a motorized Conrad window cov-
ering provides privacy tub-side.

The back-hall mudroom is a multipurpose room. Serving as 
a homework room and home office, there’s enviable, ample 
storage from custom cabinetry and built-in cubbies, and white 
quartz countertops provide craft space for the kids. Flooring is 
18” x 24” honed Café limestone from Alamo Stone. 

Throughout, the home includes energy efficient features. 
Nichols installed a Rinnai tankless natural gas water heater 
with recirculating pumps, a whole house water filtration sys-
tem and a highly efficient Trane air conditioning system. Foam 
insulation, aluminum clad windows by Lincoln and specialty 
steel windows by Rehme® form an ultra-tight seal. A Lutron® 
lighting system controls indoor/outdoor lighting, providing a 
level of safety and energy savings. 

Baxter concludes that the success of the project can           
be attributed to the great collaboration between the design/
build team and the homeowners. She adds, “They wanted a 
home that would grow and change with the family needs, to 
raise their children and eventually visiting grandchildren. 
They are going to be very happy in this home for years         
to come.” u

ARCHITECT  The Sage Group
210-493-3747  |  www.thesagegroup.net

BUILDER  Nic Abbey Luxury Homes
210-798-2272  |  www.nicabbey.com

DESIGNER  Baxter Design Group
210-828-4696  |  www.baxterdesigngroup.com

LANDSCAPE DESIGNER  
John S. Troy, Landscape Architect Inc.
210-222-1355  |  www.johnstroylandarch.com
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Building a home has been a life-long dream for 

Austin-based couple Jonathan and Leslie Moore. Leslie, 

who grew up in St. Louis, always loved the spacious 

homes protected by secluded wooded lots situated a 

stone’s throw from the conveniences of town. Jonathan 

feels most at home surrounded by the same wide-open, 

natural Texas landscape he was raised on. 

By Mauri Elbel   Photography by Thomas McConnell

BUILT
for LIFE
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or 25 years, they’ve had countless conversa-
tions about the home they would eventually 
build together. Fast-forward a quarter cen-
tury and the contemporary, light-filled home 
they now share represents the thoughtfully-
planned, impeccably-designed result. 

“Jonathan and Leslie have very specific tastes and knew 
exactly what they wanted,” says builder David Wilkes who 
collaborated with architect Pete Callejas and interior designer 
Allison Burke on the project –– a 3,354-square-foot, three-
bedroom, two-and-a-half-bathroom modern home sitting on a 
four-acre lot in Barton Creek. 

Although it’s positioned just minutes from downtown Aus-
tin, the home’s orientation on the property shields it from bus-
tling Barton Creek Boulevard to create the kind of privacy you 
would expect from a house way out in the country.

“They wanted the house to intentionally turn its back on 
the public realm with few windows and large bold Texas lime-
stone monolithic walls which visually suggests a sense of sta-
bility and security,” says Callejas whose firm, HOMESTEAD 
Architecture, is based in Savannah. 

When the time came for the Moore’s to design their home, 
they turned to the architect and long-time friend. Callejas and 
his wife, also an architect and close friends with Jonathan and 

F Leslie, traveled to Austin to spend a weekend gathering ideas 
about their likes and dislikes and gaining a sense of their life-
style to achieve a design that would best suit the way they lived.

“From the beginning, it was our design objective to create a 
very dynamic space inside and out,” says Callejas. 

Presented with a dozen different concepts, Jonathan and 
Leslie settled on the one that featured a stunning butter-
fly roof, which drove the entire design. On the outside, the 
metal roof soars over an exterior comprised of stucco, stone, 
steel panels and Douglas fir. Now from inside their home, 
the early morning sun seeping through clerestory windows 
washes over the walls and bounces off the ceilings. Each space 
throughout the house hones an entirely different vibe with 
light entering at different locations and dancing across the 
smooth South American mesquite floors throughout the day. 
The home, which Callejas designed to capture and maximize 
the long vistas, features eight completely different yet visually 
compatible elevations which allows the house form and mass-
ing, materials and views to change as one moves around the 
home and the sun shifts throughout the day and season. 

“The experience of the house was meant to flow, inspire 
and liven up the day,” says Callejas. “We had an outstanding 
interior designer, Allison Burke, who was so great to team 
up with. She was able to bring the spaces to life and I believe 
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that our design intent was fulfilled and it turned out to be a 
huge success.”

A koi pond at the entrance creates a tranquil, cooling experi-
ence in the hot Texas climate as you cross stepping stones to-
ward the home –– a feature that evokes the feeling of floating 
above water that Leslie borrowed from the botanical gardens 
she used to visit in St. Louis. Wilkes says it’s one of his favorite 
elements of the home, along with the handrail Jonathan was 
inspired to replicate from the Royal Museums of Fine Arts in 
Brussels, the subtle logo Jonathan designed that joins the J, 
L and M initials from their names that can be seen in various 
spaces throughout the home and the outdoor shower that con-
nects with the master shower. 

“We really love this detail,” says Wilkes. “They can work in 
the garden, shower privately outside, then step directly into 
their master bath shower.”

Leslie and Jonathan had a few preferences from the onset 
of the process. Rather than placing windows on the front of 
the home, they wanted a design similar to a contemporary 
lake house, with ample windows on the back side to soak in 
natural views and blur the lines between inside and out. Be-
cause the home backs up to a habitat preserve, the Moore’s 
will never have to worry about neighboring houses interrupt-
ing their wide-open views. Neither of them were keen on the 
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open and connected living, dining and kitchen spaces often 
seen in contemporary homes. Instead, their home is ar-
ranged to accommodate their lifestyle –– there is one master 
suite with offices for Jonathan and Leslie at opposite ends of 
the house to create a noise buffer that allows them to work 
from home simultaneously.

While both gravitate toward the modern aesthetic, Jona-
than didn’t want to feel as if they were living in a museum 
so they worked with the designer to incorporate color and 
texture into various spaces. Jonathan’s office is painted coal 
black, with one wall coated in black chalkboard paint so he 
can take notes while he is working. In the kitchen, Caribbe-
an blue hand-painted subway tile ties into details on Leslie’s 
antique server, which the entire room was designed around. 
Dark quarter sawn white oak paneling surrounds the master 
bedroom and bathroom where punchy red tile splashes the 
master bath.

Sustainability was a central component to the design as 
well, according to Callejas, who says natural materials were 
used wherever possible and solar studies were done to capital-
ize on natural light and minimize the need for electric lighting. 
From the home’s well-insulated, air-tight “R” Zip sheathing to 
the highly-efficient high SEER-rated HVAC system, Callejas 
says energy consumption is reduced by at least one-third. 

But for Leslie and Jonathan, the real beauty of the home lies 
in the fact that it’s built for the way they live.

“We love everything about this house,” says Leslie. “I like 

that everything is exactly how we wanted it to be, even down 
to the little details.”

For Leslie, who is left-handed, it translates to everyday con-
veniences like having the dishwasher located to the left of the 
sink. Jonathan appreciates the fact that their modern house is 
completely ensconced in nature and wildlife –– each spring, 
the wildflower seed mix he got from the Lady Bird Johnson 
Wildflower Center blankets the landscape in blooms. Their 
four-legged roommate, a Bullmastiff named Teddy, seems to 
enjoy his own feeding table and bedroom off of the master. 

While the design was many years in the making, Jonathan 
says the time and effort spent were well worth the result: a 
dream home they never want to leave. They’ve even ensured 
the design is ADA compliant to guarantee its functionality 
throughout their retirement years.  

“There’s a real rhythm to this house,” says Leslie. “It’s 
nice to get it all exactly right. It just flows so well with how 
we live.” u

ARCHITECT   HOMESTEAD architecture, LLC
912-656-6876  |  www.facebook.com/HomesteadArchitecture

BUILDER   David Wilkes Builders
512-328-9888  |  www.davidwilkesbuilders.com 

DESIGNER   Allison Burke Interior Design
512-220-7903  |  www.allison-burke.com
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29105 Noll Road  |  Boerne, TX 78015  |  210-875-3955  |  www.DamonGrayCustomMillworks.com  |  Damon@DGCustomMillworks.com
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512.443.3200 
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Stephanie J. Villavicencio, ASID
Texas Registered Interior Designer 



HIGH ROAD 
HOME

By Claudia Alarcón   Photography by Lars Frazer
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When Jeannie and Hunt Cairns decided their 1970’s home needed 

a facelift, they knew they would face a lengthy, intensive remodel process 

before the outdated home could meet the needs of their busy family. The Cairns 

brought in architect Dianne Kett of DK Studio in Austin to assess the 

property and come up with viable solutions.
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wanted to take advantage of the view and bring the ‘outside 
inside’ with the windows and the big glass door connecting 
the screened porch to the living room,” says Kett. “Jeannie is a 
fabulous cook, so she wanted a large kitchen and pantry. They 
entertain a lot of guests for dinner, poolside, and host many 
overnight guests from out of town.”

With the design in place, local builder Watermark Homes 
stepped in to tear down the existing structure and build the new 
home. The new house is approximately 3,800 square feet, with 
the addition of a new 445-square-foot screened porch, an out-
door grilling porch and a three-car garage. Kett decided to reuse 
the foundation from the previous house and added onto it for 
the mudroom, laundry and garage, then poured a topping coat 
and polished the concrete for the floor finish. Exterior walls are 
coated with smooth stucco, with white interior walls and metal 
clad windows throughout for a bright, sunlit effect. 

“There are no real hallways in the house,” says Kett. “There 
is an entry foyer and a landing at the top of the stairs, but we 
wasted no space on circulation — you move through the house 
room to room – window to window.” The home also includes 
energy-efficient features such as roof solar panels that heat 
the water tank, as well as a foamed attic and wall insulation. 

he house had low ceilings, a stone veneer 
we did not like, and worst of all, the car-
port was blocking our view,” says Kett. “We 
went through a series of remodel and ad-
dition designs. With the remodel we were 
forced to work with some things we could 

not change, such as ceiling heights, relocating windows, having 
eight-foot tall doors instead of 6’-8”, the existing roof pitch, and 
orientation of the main living areas. The cost became so large 
that we decided to tear the existing house down and build some-
thing that they really wanted and also took full advantage of the 
incredible view out of the rear of the property.” 

After this intensive process, Kett understood exactly what 
the homeowners wanted and set out to design the new home. 
For architectural style, the couple wanted a more contem-
porary design with simple lines and a low pitch, flat roof. “I 

T“
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The large screened porch, which creates an airy space that 
blends the home with the outdoor entertaining areas, is made 
from stained wood and steel. It also features a linear gas fire-
place at a dining table height with a simple steel mantle. The 
second story porch offers a special spot to enjoy the serene vis-
tas across the canyon, as well as some amazing sunrises. It is 
connected to the ground floor by a spiral staircase that offers 
direct access to the pool. The porch is surrounded by the same 
hand-made steel railings from the interior stairs and the foyer. 

“We reused all the stone boulders that were taken from the 
site to make a tall landscape wall that created a backyard,” says 
Kett. “We also used them for walkways in the landscape. We 
have cut stone pavers for around the pool, and board form con-
crete walls around the pool and screened porch.” Landscape 
designer Alexis Bearer and her crew at Landscapewitch, Inc. 
can be credited for the heavy lifting. The custom-designed pool 
features a large shelf and spa, and the pool bath is clad in geo-
metric ceramic tile with gold accents from Ann Sacks Tile for 
a dramatic color scheme. The pentagonal shape of the tile is 
echoed in gold hardware from CB2. Since the Cairns plan to add 
a Great Dane to the family, Kett had to accommodate a dog door 
in the towel storage area of the pool bath, which is accessed off 
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the outdoor kitchen. The new home also includes a music stu-
dio on the other side of the garage, which can be used as a third 
car garage or extra storage if the family’s needs were to change.

Special attention was paid to the indoor kitchen in both 
function and form, with size and design carefully crafted to 
accommodate the homeowners’ love of cooking and enter-
taining. The vent hood design boasts a unique wood herring-
bone pattern that was stained a dark charcoal to coordinate 
with the black wood slab cabinets. The expansive Vietnam-
ese white marble countertops reflect Jeannie’s heritage, and 
the island pendant lights from Arteriors Home are a simple 
geometric pattern in gold which add warmth to the black and 
white palette. 

“The interior of the house blends simple, natural elements 
of marble, iron, wood and stone to create a modern aesthetic 
that is still grounded in nature,” says interior designer Helen 
Hagan. “Most of the lighting throughout the home, including 

the dining room fixture and the sparkling chrome pendant 
over the master tub, take advantage of new LED technologies. 
Upstairs, the bright, open master bath features a large steam 
shower with a weighty block of Negro Marquina marble, with 
a countertop of the same material on the master vanity. The 
black and white colors that unify the home create the perfect 
backdrop to the homeowners’ art collection as well as for the 
richly-colored rugs found throughout, selected from Austin’s 
Black Sheep Unique.” Comfortable yet contemporary furnish-
ings echo the dramatic lines of the house and create multiple 
easy lounging and entertaining areas.

In the end, the completed home met and exceeded the 
needs of the Cairns family, and the architect’s diligence paid 
off, albeit not as originally expected. u

ARCHITECT   DK Studio 
512-473-8909  |  www.studiodk.com
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design | laura burton
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By Julie Catalano   
Photography by An Indoor Lady (Interiors) and 

Fine Focus Photography (Exteriors)

A WINNING 
COMBINATION

An active family relocating from Chicago to Texas 

was looking for a fresh change for their custom new 

build in the capital city. With an emphasis on light and 

space, their two-story contemporary home a few miles 

outside of Austin was a real winner — thanks to a 

beautifully coordinated team effort. 
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site-designed house to fully take advantage of 
the lot.” Clean, native, cream-colored Texas 
limestone was used as accents to the white 
integral stucco exterior veneer. 

There is a juxtaposition of sleekness yet 
warmth in this home that is exemplified 
in the kitchen. Natural Quartzite counters 
with full Quartzite backsplashes in Mont 
Blanc are set off by sequence matched rift 
white oak European frameless kitchen cabi-
nets from River City Cabinets. Flooring is 
rift and quarter sawn site-finished white 
oak from Kristynik Hardwood Flooring, 
Inc. in Austin. “We introduced texture but 
not a lot of color,” says Laura, plus a touch 
of drama to focus on ceiling height with an 

eye-catching LED light fixture from Lightology along with 
a plaster vent hood with insert. The effect is timeless and 
elegant. (This kitchen earned Laura Burton Interiors a 2018 
ASID Design Excellence First Place Award in the kitchen 
category from the Austin Chapter of American Society In-
terior Designers.)

Gaggenau appliances from Harway Appliances in Austin 
include an in-counter pasta steamer, plumbed steam oven 
and induction cooktop, which has controls built into the 
cabinetry. “Gaggenau’s goal is to provide maximum func-
tion flowing seamlessly within the kitchen without calling 
attention to the appliances,” says Laura. Wall and ceiling 
paint in the kitchen and one of the main colors throughout 
the house is Benjamin Moore Ballet White, part of their Off-
White collection. 

The breakfast nook and beverage center to the right of 
the kitchen look out to the outdoor kitchen in an example 
of seamless indoor-outdoor elements. Builders David Bur-
ton and Joe Finley of Enve Builders used mixed vertical 

rom a design perspective, they wanted open, 
organic and minimalist features, with large 
windows and a seamless flow from outside 
to inside,” says Laura Burton, Allied Mem-
ber ASID, owner of Laura Burton Interiors 
in Austin. “A highly functional kitchen was 

also important to them.”
Working with very involved homeowners was a plus, says 

John Hathaway, registered architect and owner of Vanguard 
Studio, Inc. in Austin. “They provided different pictures of 
general looks and styles that they liked, which helped. Nat-
ural light was important. That’s why there is floor-to-ceiling 
glass with some very large corner windows,” says John. “In 
fact, in some places you see more glass than wall and that 
was by design.” Hathaway oriented the 6,000-square-foot, 
six-bedroom, six-bath home on a 1.14-acre lot, mindful of en-
vironmental concerns such as working with engineers on the 
drainage plan, designing around existing trees and ensuring 
minimal impact to vegetation. “It was very much a specific 
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grain Douglas fir in the roof overhangs of 
the porch and patio ceilings and carried the 
same material inside into the kitchen nook 
and dining room. “It doesn’t have a lot of 
knots so it reads as a nice contemporary 
wood element,” says David. Another stun-
ning light fixture from Lightology hangs 
over the table and chairs. 

“Interesting light fixtures and tile were 
must-haves for the homeowners,” says Lau-
ra. Those worked their way into the master 
bath with a patterned porcelain tile from Ar-
chitectural Tile and Stone and a beautifully 
simple fixture from Lightology over the tub. 
An automated shade next to the tub provides 
privacy and is part of the home’s Lutron 
Electronics lighting control and window shade systems. A 
steam shower with body spray provides a luxurious bath 
experience. All plumbing is from Moore Supply. The home 
features on-demand water heating, hot water circulation and 
Water-Sense fixtures. 

A barn door conceals huge his and her closets, custom de-
signed and organized by More Space Place. Countertops are 
natural Quartzite in White Macaubas and, like the kitchen, 
white oak custom cabinetry is from River City Cabinets. Wall 
paint is Benjamin Moore Pewter. 

Outside, part of the yard features a high performance ultra-
realistic synthetic turf from Magnolia Turf Company in Austin 
which has “zero maintenance,” according to David. The pool 
has a half-bath with an outdoor shower.

The homeowners were thrilled with the result of the project 
team — a spectacular hilltop home with equally spectacular 
views that they had already seen from the second story before 
there actually was one. 

“Very early in the design phase, we rented a scissor lift so 

that the homeowners and architect were able to see the ac-
tual views from the second story,” says David. Adds John, “We 
figured out very early that there would be a nice view but not 
sure how good it was.” The house was designed to be predomi-
nantly single story but a second story with a guestroom and 
his and hers offices (the homeowners both work from home) 
was added. The thought of working upstairs with incredible 
views of downtown Austin sold the homeowners on the sec-
ond story idea. “Nothing replaces getting on a lift and seeing 
the views firsthand,” says David. u

ARCHITECT   Vanguard Studio, Inc.
512-918-8312  |  www.vanguardstudio.com

BUILDER   Enve Builders
512-431-8005  |  www.enveofaustin.com

DESIGNER   Laura Burton Interiors
512-322-9888  |  www.lauraburtoninteriors.com
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design | amy slaughter

By Julie Catalano   Photography by Blake Mistich

When a well-traveled urban couple decided that their second home would be 

in the Texas Hill Country, they chose a country-style abode where they could 

celebrate their unabashed passion for color inspired by contemporary art. 
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right and cheerful is what 
this home is all about,” says 
registered interior designer 
Amy Slaughter, owner and 
president of Slaughter Design 
Studio in Fredericksburg. The 

four-bedroom, five-bath, 3,500-square-foot home 
flooded with natural light is in a private, gated golf 
course community north of Fredericksburg.

The living/dining/kitchen open floor plan is a 
riot of color, albeit an organized riot. The framed 
Alexander Calder prints next to the native Hill 
Country limestone and fieldstone fireplace 
were “the inspiration and driving force for the 
color scheme,” says Slaughter, with blue be-
ing a homeowner favorite. The hue appears in 
the Christian Lacroix cotton chintz drapes, the 
Tufenkian area rug, the accent pillows on the 
light beige Wesley Hall sofas, and the velvet 
bench from Studio A Home, all in the living area 
and set against Benjamin Moore® wall paint in 
Snowfall White. Slaughter judiciously repeated 
the [Calder] colors throughout the home “so you 
don’t feel like any one room is a different world.” 

B“
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Blue is also a star in the adjacent all-white kitchen, where 
a huge marble-topped island is drenched in Benjamin Moore 
Affinity Bermuda Blue high-gloss paint. A microwave drawer 
and ice maker are conveniently housed in the island where 
striking lanterns hover overhead. 

Near the cooktop are substantial three-inch thick floating 
shelves that complement the engineered walnut flooring and 
lend a touch of country warmth. “Those types of shelves have 
become so popular we wanted to integrate them into this 
kitchen,” says Slaughter. “It’s a working kitchen where you 
can easily grab plates, glasses, cups, bowls and other things 

you need when serving.” Countertops are 
by Daltile in Shadow Storm. 

The appliance wall boasts a Sub-Zero® 
wine fridge, under counter refrigerator, re-
tractable serving area, Miele® built-in cof-
feemaker, Sub-Zero side by side refrigerator 
and double wall ovens. Nearby, a pair of navy 
velvet chairs from Lee Industries creates an 
auxiliary seating area that “ties in with the 
color in the kitchen,” says Slaughter. 

Across from the kitchen is a casual ban-
quette-style area that stands in for a formal 
dining room. A cherished Early American 
dining table handed down from a relative 
was paired with midcentury Danish-style 
chairs from Bungalow 5 (“for a more modern 
look,” says Slaughter) and upholstered in 

easy-to-clean Sunbrella® High Noon fabric in red from Maxwell 
Fabrics. With family, friends and grandchildren often gathered 
around, “they wanted the area to be as practical as possible.”

The focal point of the charming study/office is the combina-
tion of a luscious pink convertible queen sleeper sofa from Lee 
Industries in Crete Poppy fabric and the eye-catching burst 
of color in an abstract painting by American artist Beth Gan-
dy. Sconces on either side frame the vignette. The space has 
“turned out to be this cozy little sitting room,” says Slaugh-
ter, filled with books, family travel pictures, and toys for the 
grandchildren tucked away in the closet.  
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The en suite bath off this versatile room 
features cabinetry painted in Benjamin 
Moore Affinity Moroccan Spice, a deep, 
rich hue in high-gloss enamel that “blends 
beautifully with the pink sofa in the adja-
cent study,” says Slaughter, and also picks 
up a similar color in the Mitchell Black Wall-
paper called Wallflower. The countertop is 
Daltile ONE Quartz in Calacatta.  

Slaughter describes the flooring as a 
“large format all porcelain body that looks 
like limestone.” It’s from the Daltile Haut 
Monde collection in Aristocratic Cream. 

A secondary bedroom is where “we de-
signed the whole room around the antique 
wedding quilt,” says Slaughter of the fam-
ily heirloom that took more than a year to 
restore. The homeowners’ Early American nightstands were 
paired with short, oversized “Urchin” ceramic lamps in Coastal 
Matte White by Jamie Young. The framed print over the bed is 
a reproduction from Natural Curiosities art house in California. 

The master suite has a lot less color “by design,” says Slaugh-
ter. “We wanted a gender-neutral space that was completely 
peaceful and more organic for the couple to retire to.” Another 
nod to midcentury design is the classic Eames Lounge Chair 
and Ottoman next to a Cleo floor lamp from Visual Comfort. 
Still, color pops up here too, with bright orange accent pillows 
on the chocolate velvet bed and a subdued variation of that 

shade in the Navajo rug over the headboard that formerly re-
sided in the husband’s office. 

Slaughter recalls the experience as an enjoyable endeavor, 
with comfort and color always uppermost. “The homeown-
ers wanted comfortable pieces, sizable yet tailored, for fam-
ily gatherings.” The best part? “We couldn’t give them enough 
color,” says Slaughter. “They were fun from the start. This is 
a happy place.” u 

DESIGNER   Slaughter Design Studio, LLC
830-307-3397  |  www.slaughterdesignstudio.com
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An assembly of forward-thinking and innovative Kitchen & Bath Specialists of Central Texas.

HAVEN DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
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Specializing in kitchen and bath design requires a keen 
eye for detail and a knack for making all of the puzzle pieces 
fit into place. Jana Valdez, luxury kitchen and bath designer 
and co-owner of Haven Design & Construction, thrives on 
the challenge of complex projects. “The best part of being 
a kitchen and bath specialist is helping clients to realize 
the true potential of their space,” says Valdez. “Sometimes 
I walk into a room and I immediately know my plan, and 
sometimes it has to marinate a little bit before I know what 
I’m going to design,” she says. “It doesn’t always reveal itself 
immediately. Many times, I have to go back to the office and 
move the pieces of the room around on the floorplan until 
I get just the right combination and fit.  But, when it all fits 
perfectly and it feels right, I know it’s the one,” she says.

Valdez has a unique adeptness in that she is both an in-
terior designer and a kitchen and bath specialist. “Kitchen 
and Bath Design is not typically taught in design school,” 
explains Valdez. “So, it’s a blessing to have acquired both 
skillsets.” Valdez graduated with a bachelor’s degree in 
Interior Design from Georgia Southern University before 
receiving specialized training to become a kitchen and 
bath designer. She was recently awarded “Best in Show” 
at the 2018 Texas statewide American Society of Interior 
Designers Legacy of Design Awards in Dallas, Texas for a 
kitchen she designed in San Antonio, along with two other 
first place kitchen design awards at the state level. She 
was also recently featured on the cover of Kitchen and 
Bath Design News, a national kitchen and bath magazine, 
along with her contractor husband, Armando Valdez. The 
magazine dubbed the pair, “The Dream Team of Luxury 
Remodeling.” “It’s all very humbling and rewarding,” says 
Valdez. “To do what you love and be rewarded for it at the 
same time is really a dream!”  

Haven Design & Construction
210-996-9494  |  www.havendesignandconstruction.com

JANA
Valdez, 
Haven Design & Construction

T H E  C O L L E C T I O N Featured Advertiser Editorial
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Julie Bradshaw is one of Texas’ leading home ren-
ovation experts. She is an award-winning interior 
designer with more than 25 years’ experience remod-
eling homes, kitchens, baths, ranches and lake houses 
in and around San Antonio, Alamo Heights, Olmos 
Park, Terrell Hills and other area communities.

Nicknamed “the renovation maven” by Modern Luxury 
magazine, Julie is knowledgeable about and involved in 
every aspect of remodeling: from plans to material se-
lections to working with contractors to overseeing the 
implementation of the design and furnishings. She’s a 
kitchen and bath specialist known for her attention to 
detail and her outstanding customer service.

Clients use words like “amazing,” “unique,” “tal-
ented,” “artistic” and “accomplished” to describe her.

“I love that our clients are so happy with our proj-
ects,” Julie says. “One client told me she feels like a 
‘princess’ in her new kitchen!” 

Julie is passionate about historical architecture and 
loves to “replicate historical details” in homes dating 
back to the early 20th century.

She launched her career in 1986 and is a registered 
Interior Designer, NCIDQ certified, a member of both 
the National Kitchen and Bath Association and the 
American Society of Interior Designers, and received 
her interior design degree from the University of 
Texas at Austin.

Julie employs a talented, award-winning team of six 
interior designers and one architect, each of whom 
holds a four-year design degree. The firm, which is 
backed by some of the region’s most prominent con-
tractors, has been featured in numerous publications 
and won a variety of design and service awards includ-
ing ASID Pinnacle of Design Awards, ASID Legacy of 
Design, and HGTV Faces of Design.

Bradshaw Designs
210-824-1535  |  www.bradshawdesigns.com

JULIE 
Bradshaw,
Bradshaw Designs
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Featured Advertiser Editorial

Adams Company’s award-winning team is com-
mitted to making your remodel experience  as stress 
free as possible. Every project is unique and requires 
proper planning and constant communication with 
our clients and trade partners. This work ethic has 
been proven time and again with projects delivered 
on time, on budget and most importantly, surpassing 
our clients’ expectations.

Debbie Adams, owner of Adams Company, was 
mentored by some of the finest custom home build-
ers in the Austin area. This strong foundation is the key 
to maintaining our high standards and strict attention 
to the details. We partner with the most highly skilled 
craftsmen and suppliers in our Austin market. To stay 
current in the ever-changing science of construction, 
we are actively involved in the Home Builders Associa-
tion of Greater Austin (HBA) and Austin National As-
sociation of the Remodeling Industry (NARI). Adams 
Company has participated in the Austin NARI Annual 
Tour of Remodeled Homes for the past four years.

We know it is our responsibility and a pleasure to 
educate our clients and help them become more in-
formed consumers. It is with high integrity, account-
ability and a total commitment to each client’s vision 
that has won Adams Company twenty-one presti-
gious national, regional and local awards. 

Remodeling is challenging, inspiring and a perfect fit 
for our staff who thrive on putting the puzzle pieces 
together to make each client’s dream a reality. We in-
vite you to experience the Adams Company difference! 
Look for us at this year’s NARI Home Tour in April!

Adams Company, LLC
512-785-7226 | www.adamscompany.biz

DEBBIE 
Adams,

Adams Company, LLC

T H E  C O L L E C T I O N
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CUERO: 
TRAIL TO THE PAST

department | fabulous finds

bout 91 miles southeast of San Antonio and 98 
miles south of Austin lies a hidden gem that 

is drawing more travelers and history buffs 
by the day. Named for the Spanish word 

meaning “hide,” as in leather, the town 
(pop. 6,841) is best known for being a 

stop on the famed Chisholm Trail — a trail in the post-Civil 
War era to drive longhorn cattle from Texas cattle ranches to 
Kansas. From 1867 to 1884, nine million head of cattle were 
driven by American cowboys along a trail that grew from 
roughly 200 to 800 miles. 

“The trail lasted only about 20 years for various reasons,” 
says Robert Oliver, chair of the board of directors at the Ch-

Looking for small town Texas charm that boasts a 

singular past with an eye toward the future? Cuero 

features a growing downtown historic district whose 

centerpiece is an award-winning museum that gives a 

glimpse of life on the storied Chisholm Trail. 

By Julie Catalano   Photography by Paul Bardagjy

isholm Trail Heritage Museum in Cuero. “Obstacles like 
barbed wire that blocked the herds and their drivers from go-
ing through private property was one factor. Another was that 
the railroads kept moving west, arriving in Texas in the 1870s, 
so instead of having to drive a herd to Kansas, the cattle could 
be shipped by train.”

Cuero is proud of its role in the legendary Chisholm Trail. 
As the county seat of DeWitt County, it takes its place in his-
tory seriously — especially with regard to ongoing historic 
preservation efforts. Homes from the last quarter of the 19th 
century have been lovingly restored, and the town joined the 
Texas Main Street program in 2013, a statewide program for 
the revitalization of downtown historic districts operated 
through the Texas Historical Commission (THC).

The 1896 DeWitt County courthouse sits front and center in 
town square. It was rededicated in 2007, showcasing a metic-
ulous inside-and-out restoration with THC funding. The cen-
ter tower is visible from almost anywhere in town. A former 
Ford dealership is now home to the DeWitt County archives. 

Without question, Cuero’s biggest restoration project is the 
Chisholm Trail Heritage Museum. What started as an idea in 
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2000 to preserve the ranching and agricultural heritage of 
DeWitt County and surrounding counties, became a reality 
when it opened its doors in 2013 in the restored 1903 Knights 
of Pythias Hall (meeting place of a non-sectarial fraternal or-
ganization founded in Washington DC in 1864). The $2.4 mil-
lion project was massive: after stabilizing the building’s outer 
shell, 100 years of exterior paint was removed. Details were 
replicated using historic photographs to keep the building 
as close to the original as possible. The rehab effort earned a 
2016 Honor Award from Preservation Texas.

Inside the two-story structure, the 5,000-square-foot 
ground floor houses the museum exhibits. Upstairs, another 
5,000 square feet is home to a multipurpose community facil-
ity for special events rental. 

 The permanent exhibit, Ranching Heritage of the Guada-
lupe River Valley, covers before and after the Great Cattle 
Drives of the 1800s with artifacts, interactive displays and an 
original short film, “Pointing Them North,” in the Stars Along 
the Rawhide Trail theater. The Tinker Collection is a presti-
gious collection of rare cowboy artifacts, on permanent loan 
from the Harry Ransom Center at UT-Austin. 

A two-story, 4,500-square-foot museum annex was added in 
2010 to bring the building up to code and accommodate ADA 
visitors. The restored 1892 Proctor-Green House, now a three-
bedroom, three-bath guest house behind the museum, can be 
booked for stays through the museum. 

 By this summer, Oliver hopes to unveil the completed res-
toration of the English-German school, an 1880 schoolhouse 
moved to the museum grounds in 2015 from its original loca-
tion on East Newman Street. In keeping with all of the other 
museum’s projects, the plans are ambitious — an exciting mix 
of past, present and future. “We plan to reconstitute the kitch-
en to teach canning practices,” says Oliver, “and programs to 
teach kids how to grow food.” Hoping to partner with former 
first lady Laura Bush in her Texas by Nature nonprofit, native 
plants will provide food for migratory birds and butterflies. 
To make sure that personal stories survive for future genera-
tions, “We’ve carved out a room to put in a sound studio, to 
take oral histories.” u  

 
For more information, www.chisholmtrailmuseum.org.
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Investing thousands of dollars in a 
kitchen or bathroom remodel can be 
daunting, but it doesn’t have to be. Read 
on for trends to consider when planning 
your next kitchen or bath remodel. 

MAKE YOUR HOME SMARTER
It used to be that internet meant high-

tech. Now, it means easier access to en-
tertainment and home security. Home 
automation is now a consideration when 
remodeling as Wi-Fi can be used to con-
nect affordable, easy-to-install smoke and 
carbon monoxide detectors. These safety 
tools can be accessed from any smart-
phone or device, and should be considered 
when remodeling. Many of these smart 
devices, including thermostats and light-
ing fixtures, can support an energy-effi-
cient home by allowing you to adjust the 
temperature or turn off lights, directly from your smartphone. 

DESIGN WITH ACCESSIBILITY IN MIND
Getting older may not be fun, but universal design can help sup-

port accessibility. Adopting universal design and accessible com-
ponents can provide safety and comfort — no matter your age. 
Through its Universal Design Certified Professional program, 
NARI offers training and certification for professional remodel-
ers. These remodelers not only know what options are available, 
but typically have their fingers on the pulse of products that can 
make your life better, from scald-proof faucets to appliance types 
and installation, and grab bars in bathrooms.

EXPRESS YOURSELF WITH TILE
While materials like stone and granite remain popular, addition-

al trends for kitchen and bath remodels include textured tile and 
patterns in all shapes. Changing tile in a kitchen or bathroom can 
add visual interest and be an easy way to express your personality. 

PERSONALIZE WITH COLOR
Design trends continue to revolve around color. Color options 

range from the deep, saturated tones of ruby, emerald and sap-
phire to a soft and delicate palette of pastels. Whether you prefer 
strong, bold, intense colors or are looking for a more neutral pal-
ette, there is a hue to fit your style. Color can be used on every-
thing — the options are nearly limitless. u

To find a professional remodeler in Austin or San Antonio, visit: 
www.austinnari.org or www.remodelsanantonio.org.

KITCHEN AND BATH  
REMODELING TRENDS

REMODELER’S ADVICE

ANGELA PARKS, 
Executive Director, 
NARI San Antonio

KAYVON LEATH,
Executive Director,

 Austin NARI

ALPHA GRANITE & TILE is proud to bring you 

MaxFine, the original large format porcelain panels. 

MaxFine opens up a new dimension in horizontal 

and vertical surfaces. This technology allows you 

to cover large areas with minimal grout lines and the 

most beautiful colors and designs in the world. 

Bring the veins of Calacatta Marble to life with the 

durability of MaxFine Porcelain Panels. 

Gone are the days of stains and the need of sealers to 

protect your marble surfaces. MaxFine brings it all to life!

CALL US TODAY FOR MORE INFO. 

915 W. Howard Ln., Austin, TX 78753

512-834-8746

www.alphagraniteaustin.com





ASSOCIATIONS
Austin NARI

www.austinnari.org

512-375-2601

NARI San Antonio

www.remodelsanantonio.org

210-826-7200

COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE
Zurich U.S. Properties, Inc

www.zurichproperties.com

210.225.5877

CUSTOM CABINETRY & DESIGN
Damon Gray Custom Millworks

www.damongraycustommillworks.com

210-875-3955

KingWood Fine Cabinetry

www.kingwoodcabinets.com

830-990-0565

CUSTOM METAL WORK
Architectural Metal 

Solutions/Magnolia Doors

www.ams-gr.com

210-366-0490

GRANITE, STONE & FLOORING
Alpha Granite & Tile

www.alphagraniteaustin.com

512-834-8746

Pacific Shore Stones

www.pacificshorestones.com

Austin: 512-339-2300

San Antonio: 210-494-8282

The Tile Shop

www.tileshop.com

San Antonio-East: 210-998-5212

San Antonio-West: 210-201-8891

Austin-South: 512-420-4146

Austin-Gateway: 512-420-4152

Round Rock: 737-209-5204

MSI Surfaces

www.msisurfaces.com

512-520-7130

HOME BUILDERS
Dalgleish Construction Company

www.dalgleish.net

512-346-8554

HOME REMODELING
Adams Company, LLC

www.adamscompany.biz

512-785-7226

Boerne Kitchens and Baths

www.boernekitchensandbaths.com

830-446-1506

INTERIOR DESIGN
Bella Villa Design

www.bellavillads.com

512-443-3200

Bradshaw Designs

www.bradshawdesigns.com

210-824-1535

Elizabeth J. Fletcher Designs

www.designeliz.com

512-783-5171

Haven Design & Construction

www.havendesignandconstruction.com

210-996-9494

KITCHEN & BATH
Cosentino Center Austin

www.northamericacosentinocenter.com

512-386-7791

Empire Countertops

www.empirefab.com

Austin: 512-637-5240

San Antonio: 210-651-3281

Expressions Home Gallery

www.expressionshomegallery.com

Austin: 512-454-4526

San Antonio: 210-349-7878

Factory Builder Stores

www.factorybuilderstores.com

Austin: 512-834-1442

San Antonio: 210-349-9333

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery

www.fergusonshowrooms.com

Austin: 512-445-5140, 512-382-2032

San Antonio: 210-344-3013

Kohler Signature Store 

by FACETS of Austin

www.kohlersignaturestoreaustin.com

512-382-7939

LIGHTING
Lights Fantastic

www.lightsfantastic.com

512-452-9511

MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITY
Boot Ranch

www.bootranch.com

830.997.6200

POOLS
Liquid Assets

www.liquidassets-pools.com

Austin: 512-444-5444

San Antonio: 210-680-7665

WINDOW COVERINGS 
& AWNINGS
Austintatious Blinds and Shutters

www.austintatiousblinds.com

512-608-0302

Texas Sun & Shade

www.txsunandshade.com

512-402-0990

A D V E R T I S E R  I N D E X
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Austintatious Blinds and Shutters
12918 Shops Pkwy Ste 700
Bee Caves, Texas 78738

M-F: 9:00 am - 6:00 pm
Sat: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Sun: Closed
512-608-0302
www.austintatiousshutters.com

Call now for a free consultation or come by
our state-of-the-art showroom!




